
Welcome to emPower Music & Arts, LLC. 
We are dedicated to promoting positive message musicians, speakers, and 
workshop leaders through digital music, sheet music, an online store, membership, 
and profiles which allow you to connect. 

1. Our basic membership is free although we offer 3 paid options; Supporting, VIP, and Pro. 
2. We never sell your personal data to anyone, including advertisers. 

Our Terms of Service: 
Our mission is to promote New Thought/positive message music through a wide variety of 
means, to enhance New Thought Church services by providing music resources, to provide 
education and other workshop opportunities. 
 
Our free membership allows you to create a profile to share your bio and music.  Our paid 
memberships offer perks such as personalized folders, and discounts in the store and at our 
events. 
 
Profile Guidelines: 

1. Please use the same name you use in everyday life when creating your profile 
2. Please provide accurate information about yourself on your profile. 
3. Please use your own headshot, not pictures from stock photo companies.   
4. Remember your user name and password. 
5. You many not use our products or post content on your profile in any way that is 

unlawful, misleading, discriminatory, or fraudulent. 
6. You may not use our products in any way that infringes or violates someone 

else’s rights, including their intellectual property rights. 
7. Your profile may not contain any illegal, obscene, defamatory, threatening, 

invasive or otherwise objectionable material.   
.  

8. Any profile deemed in violation of any of our written policies, including 
repeat copyright infringement will be deleted. 

 

Digital Millennium Copyright Act Policy 
It is our request and intention that everything posted on a profile is free of any copyright 
infringement, including profile pictures, posted pictures and art, logos, music, poetry, writings, 
lyrics, performances.  We operate in good faith (Safe Harbor) that our policies are adhered to. 
 

Notice and Takedown Procedure for Infringement Notification 

Our registered agent is Russ Hammock, 727-742-9922   russ@empowerma.com 



If you believe that your work has been used in any way constituting copyright infringement 
please provide the DMLP Registered Agent (listed above) the following information in a written 
communication (preferably email) 
 
We require Identification of the copyrighted work claimed to have been infringed with enough 
information to allow us to locate the material and the following information in an email. 

1. Information reasonably sufficient to permit us to contact the complaining party, such as 
an address, telephone number, and an email address at which the complaining party may 
be contacted; 

2. The following statement: “I believe in good faith that my intellectual property has been 
used without my permission 

3. The following statement: "I swear, under penalty of perjury, that the information in the 
notification is accurate, and that I am the copyright owner or am authorized to act on 
behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed"; and 

4. A physical or electronic signature of the owner or a person authorized to act on behalf of 
the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. 

It is our policy to immediately respond to clear notices of alleged copyright infringement and to 
comply with the United States Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) 

If we receive proper notification of claimed copyright infringement our response will be to 
remove access to material claimed to be the subject of infringement, regardless of whether it was 
done on a posted profile or as an innocent mistake. 

We will: 

• expeditiously remove or disable access to the material that is claimed to be infringing  
• notify your user or subscriber that the material has been removed  
• if proper counter-notice is provided, notify the copyright holder and provide a copy of 

that counter-notice;  


